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ABSTRACT
E-Voting is a widely discussed topic—both in the public and
in research. In the last couple of years new voting protocols
have been proposed. The contribution of this paper is to
explain the fundamental concepts of Ben Adida’s Scratch
& Vote, show an implementation we made and report on
the “user” (i.e. voter) experience of a handful of technically
knowledgeable voters. All voters were students and they
were given an introduction to the concept and could vote
which coffee the institute should buy. We explored whether
they would be convinced that end-to-end auditable protocols
were an improvement to “normal” voting machine typically
used in the US.
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manipulation by coercer. In order to improve transparency
in elections, end-to-end auditable voting systems can both
be implemented at presence in personal and internet voting
systems. The practical part includes consideration of the
implementation of the end-to-end auditable election system
Scratch & Vote, by Ben Adida, supplemented by a threshold
decryption scheme. All knowledge necessary for the implementation of such a voting system will be provided in clearly
comprehensible terms illustrated by a number of practical
examples so that participants in the case study could understand how end-to-end verifiable e-voting works.

2.

General Terms

“E-Government includes the governmental task
of setting a valid legal framework for the effective use of the electronic media in a society as
well as the application of these media for public
procurement, services to companies and citizens
and the management of the internal organization.
“[22]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic Voting (E-Voting) is a recently developed technology in the most fundamental area of democracy: elections. With the first “in-vivo” runs behind us, it is appropriate to consider the advantages and disadvantages of the
system. This paper explores the basics of well-known evoting systems and their detailed working-out. The focus is
on end-to-end auditable voting systems. These systems offer
the voter the opportunity to prove the correct counting of
the vote, and to track and verify the ballot. Furthermore the
system protects confidentiality of votes and helps to avoid
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E-VOTING

E-government encompasses many different aspects such as
e-administration, e-participation, and e-justice. The European Commision [8] sees in e-government the use of informationand communication technology as the medium of communication for governmental business processes. Schubert [21]
includes legal aspects in his definition

The goals of e-government are defined as follows [22]:
• Endowing the economy with the necessary legal framework (“making E-Business possible”)
• Applying it cost-effectively for governmental tasks.
For democratic governments voting is an essential business
process. When moving to “e-business” it seems obvious that
e-voting should receive some attention.
“E-Democracy is the use of information and communications technologies and strategies by ’democratic sectors’ within the political processes of local communities, states/regions, nations and on
the global stage.” [5]

3.

END-TO-END SYSTEMS

Michael Shamos published the fundamental requirements
for electronic voting. [12]
1. Thou shalt keep each voter’s choices an inviolable secret.
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2. Thou shalt allow each eligible voter to vote only once,
and only for those offices for which she is authorized
to cast a vote.
3. Thou shalt not permit tampering with thy voting system, nor the exchange of gold for votes.
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voting. The more people that check this board the less likely
fraud becomes [14, 19].
Since all the encrypted votes are published everybody can
check the tally by adding all the (encrypted) votes. Integrity
of the board is important and Ben Adida [1] suggests following safeguards:

4. Thou shalt report all votes accurately.

• Digital signatures of all posted data.

5. Thy voting system shall remain operable throughout
each election.
6. Thou shalt keep an audit trail to detect sins against
Commandments II-IV, but thy audit trail shall not
violate Commandment I
The voter should therefore be able to verify his vote on
the list of results, which is one requirement of open-audit
voting. “We are at the stage where we need to try many
different techniques for open-audit voting, and we just don’t
know what’s going to work better in a real-world setting” [9].
Ben Adida [11] concisely summarizes the main challenges:
1. Alice verifies her vote.
2. Everyone verifies tallying.

• Distributed byzantine agreements [15]
• Hash-Trees and cryptographic signatures on redundant
servers.

4.1 Multi-Candidate
Baudron [3] describes a simple and yet effective schema to
add (encrypted) votes based on a multi-candidate-approach.
The basic idea is to add the votes of each candidate individually. Below are three counters that count the votes for
three candidates. The length of this bit array is determined
by the number of candidates and the maximum number of
votes each candidate may receive.
0000000111110100

3. Alice cannot be coerced by Eve.

4.

1010110011100011

0001010100100010

For the example, we assume following parameters:
b . . .Number of voters

SCRATCH & VOTE

w . . .Number of candidates

“It is pretty advanced, and people believe because it’s advanced, it can’t be a good system,
because a good voting system needs to be understandable by everybody and so on and so forth.”
[11]

Determine a M so that: 2M > b
To vote for candidate j (j ∈ [1, w]) following cyphertext
needs to be calculated:

Scratch & Vote was presented first in 2006 [2]. The major
difference to other systems is that the system can be explained easily and cryptography can be used to create elections that are publicly auditable [11, 16].

Each counter can thus store 2M −1 votes. If the number of
votes for a candidate exceeds this number, the votes would
be counted for the wrong candidate.

“This system is meant for pedagogical use. It
is meant to explain how you can do this things
in the real world. It does have certain practical
weaknesses.” [11]

For Scratch & Vote two encryption algorithms can be
used: (1) Elgamal encryption [6] or (2) Pallier encryption
[17] gewählt werden. The Pallier schema is based on residuosity problems (such as cryptosystems. Pallier states [18]:

c = Encpk (2(j−1)M )

4.2 Pallier-Encryption

Scratch & Vote builds on paper-based systems of David
Chaum and Peter Ryan [20, 10] and combines it with multicandidate-technology [3].

“The trapdoor in these schemes combines the extraction of residuosity classes over certain groups
with the intractability of computing their order.
Because residuosity classes are additive, such cryptosystems look like discrete-log based ones, but
the trapdoor is closer in nature to those for factoringbased systems”

Ballot.
A ballot (Figures in Appendix C) consists of three parts
that can be torn off separately. On the left side the candidates are listed in a random order. On the right side there is
a field where the vote can be cast and an extra bar code that
encodes a verification code. This verification code is below
a sealed field; if scratched open it can be used to check for
fraud using a zero-knowledge protocol.

Bulletin Board.
The Bulletin Board is a central component of Scratch &
Vote. It is an information platform that is publicly accessible
that shows both the names of the people who have voted and
their encrypted ballot. Having the names of made public
helps to detect some kinds of fraud such as dead people

4.2.1

Calculation

One choses two prime numbers p, q and computes n =
pq. Now the Euler function has to be computed ϕ-Funktion
ϕ(n). The result of this function is the number of natural
numbers between 0 and n that have no common denominator
with n. For example: ϕ(6) = 2. In N6 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} only
the numbers 1 and 5 have no common denominator with 6.
Since prime numbers cannot be factored, ϕ of a prime is
ϕ(p) = p−1. For example: ϕ(7) = 6. ϕ(n) can be calculated
as ϕ(n) = ϕ(p)·ϕ(q) = (p−1)·(q −1). ϕ(n) thus determines
the cardinality of Z∗ .
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Using the Carmichael function one calculates λ(n). Since
n is the product of two primes following is true: λ(n) =
λ(p) · λ(q).
λ(n) can be computed as follows: λ(n) = λ(p) · λ(q) =
kgV (ϕ(p − 1), ϕ(q − 1)) = kgV (p − 1, q − 1)

4.2.2

Homomorphic Properties

The entire concept of Scratch & Vote relies on the homomorphic properties of the cryptosystem. Pallier-encryption
is homomorphic so that [17]
∀m1, m2 ∈ Zn and k ∈ N

D(E(m1 )E(m2 ) (mod n2 )) = m1 + m2 (mod n)
D(E(m)k (mod n2 )) = km (mod n)
D(E(m1 )g2m (mod n2 )) = m1 + m2 (mod n)
2
D(E(m1 )m
2 (mod n )) = m1 m2 (mod n)
2
D(E(m2 )m
1 (mod n )) = m1 m2 (mod n)

The homomorphic properties of the addition are used to
add the votes while each ballot remains encrypted.

5. CASE STUDY
The research question was: Can people with an advanced
technical education understand the Scratch & Vote system
easily in regard to the security benefit compared to “normal” voting machines? Students that participated had some
knowledge in IT security and had recently worked on software projects that included the implementation of access
control [7] and had worked on Web application security [13].
Judging from interviews conducted with students, there is
obviously a lot of distrust toward e-voting systems.
While the authors see both weaknesses and strengths of evoting, we are convinced that end-to-end verifiable e-voting
is superior to voting machines used today. Paper-based ballots do not need to be replaces by e-voting; if they are, however, we strongly feel that an end-to-end verifiable protocol—
not necessarily Scratch & Vote—should be used.
We used the system in two settings to observe how easy
such a system is to use. In the first setting students with
a lot of IT security background were given a 20-minute explanation of Scratch & Vote as described in the previous
sections of this paper; they could then vote with the software depicted in the figures in Appendix C.
The second setting involved a class with 20 students who
had some basic IT security knowledge. Again, they were
given the same explanation and asked whether they trusted
the voting process.
The main finding of this first limited assessment is that
students are very critical about e-voting and the second
group remained so after the first explanation. Only when
they understood the complex concepts fully, they think that
end-to-end auditable protocols are a good way of improving
e-voting.
It seems that students are more skeptical about e-voting
than the general population [4]; however, once they understood end-to-end verifiable protocols they also trusted the
software implementation we provided; to be more specific:
They understood that there is no need to trust any application since all results can be independently verified. The
example calculation provided in the appendix proved to be
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an invaluable tool to explain the “magic” of homomorphic
cryptosystems. Obviously, the big challenge for the adaption of such systems for general elections is to educate the
public about the differences between non-verifiable systems
and end-to-end verifiable solutions.
The major weakness of end-to-end verifiable e-voting for
general elections is that elections require voters to trust the
system. People usually trust elections only if they can understand the process. This is the beauty of paper-based
election systems; an easy-to-understand 5-minute explanation suffices. This is also why people mistrust proprietary
solutions such as voting machines by Premier Elections Systems (formerly Diebold). The goal of this study was to show
that a lot of education is required to understand the difference between non- (or partially-) auditable systems and
end-to-end verifiable e-voting.

6.
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p = 13
q = 17
n = 13 · 17 = 221

n2 = 221 · 221 = 48841

λ(221) = lcm(λ(13), λ(17)) = lcm((13 − 1), (17 − 1))
= lcm(12, 16) = 48
r = 3161 ∈ Z∗48841

g = 26171 ∈ Z∗48841
m = 133 ∈ Z221 (=Message)

c = g m · rn = 26171133 · 3161221 = 7760
(=Ciphertext)

e=

L(cλ (mod n2 ))
(mod n) =
L(g λ (mod n2 ))

e=

L(776048 (mod 48841))
(mod n)
L(2617148 (mod 48841))

≡ 133 (mod 48841)

B.

EXAMPLE OF THRESHOLD SCHEME
WITH PALLIER

p0 = 3
q0 = 5
p = (3 · 2) + 1 = 7

q = (5 · 2) + 1 = 11

n = p · q = 7 · 11 = 77

n2 = 772 = 5929

m = p0 · q 0 = 7 · 3 = 15
ϕ = (p − 1) · (q − 1) = (7 − 1) · (11 − 1) = 60

gcd(n, ϕ) = 1
define β, a, b ∈ Z∗n
gcd(n, β) = 1
gcd(n, a) = 1
gcd(n, b) = 1
g = (1 + n)a · bn = 155
a0 = SK = βm = 60
a1 = 3

APPENDIX

a2 = 5

A. EXAMPLE OF PALLIER ENCRYPTION
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f (1) = s1 = a0 + 1 · a1 + 12 · a2 (mod n · m) = 68

f (2) = s2 = a0 + 2 · a1 + 22 · a2 (mod n · m) = 86

f (3) = s3 = a0 + 3 · a1 + 32 · a2 (mod n · m) = 114

f (4) = s4 = a0 + 4 · a1 + 42 · a2 (mod n · m) = 152
θ1 = L(g m·β (mod n) = 43
θ2 = a · m · β (mod n) = 43

Public Key(g, n, θ) = (155, 77, 43)
∆=6

msg . . . message
c . . . ciphertext

Ballot

msg = 8
c = g m sg · xn (mod n2 )

c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 . . . secret shared keys

c1 = c2·∆·s1 (mod n2 ) = 3067
c2 = c2·∆·s2 (mod n2 ) = 2325
c3 = c2·∆·s3 (mod n2 ) = 267
c4 = c2·∆·s4 (mod n2 ) = 5615
Y
j0
µS
∈Z
0,j = ∆
j0 − j
0
j ∈S\{j}

S
1

= 12

S
2

= 12

S
3

= 12

S
4

= 12

Ballot generation

shareholder (1,3,4) used for decryption

M =L

Y

j∈S

2µS
cj 0,j

2

!

(mod n )

1
(mod n)M
4∆2 θ

= L(1926) · 65 ≡ 8 (mod 77)
Decryption of shares

C. SCREEN SHOTS OF IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM
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